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John Moratiel Editor
Kit Avid, Premiere, Final Cut Pro 7, FCP X
Languages Spanish (fluent - written and spoken). French (workable)

Documentary and Current Affairs

22 Kids and Counting at Christmas Lion TV Channel 5
6 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
The Radfords return for a Christmas special allowing viewers to follow their daily lives but this time during the most
wonderful time of the year.

Inside The Force: 24/7 Mentorn Media Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Documentary series going behind the scenes at Lincoln's West Parade police station, from the custody suite and
over-stretched response officers to the force control room and investigation teams.

The Monkey Haters BBC BBC3
52 min Documentary
The story of a disturbing online community, the internet sleuths that hunted down the perpetrators and the race to
save baby monkey Mini.
Winner: Prix Europa Award Investigation of the Year 2023.
Nominated: Environment Story of the Year. Foreign Press Association Media Awards 2023.

Panorama: Sex for Work: The True Cost of our Tea Rogan Productions BBC
30 min Current Affairs
PG Tips and Lipton are world-famous tea brands. Now, an undercover investigation reveals that women working on
plantations producing their tea are being pressured to have sex with their bosses in return for work.
Winner: Amnesty International UK Media Best Broadcast Feature award 2023
Nominated: Best Current Affairs Programme. Broadcast Digital Awards 2023

Crash Scene Investigators Mentorn Media Channel 5
60 min Observational Documentary
New series of hard-hitting observational documentary series following the work of forensic crash investigators.

Occupied BBC BBC News
50 min Documentary, Current Affairs
Dmytro Bahnenko, a journalist in Kherson, southern Ukraine, spent three months secretly recording his city's
resistance to the Russian occupation. In an extraordinary film for BBC Eye, Dmytro chronicles the harsh reality of life
under occupation, as food and medicines become scarce, people flee, and others begin to disappear.
Nominated: Best Current Affairs Programme. Broadcast Digital Awards 2023
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Police, Camera, Murder Optomen ITV
60 min Documentary
Each hour tells the story of murder investigations from 999 call to conviction through the prism of Digital Forensics -
the secret tool that has become central to contemporary murder investigations.

Britain's Travel Chaos: How To Save Your Summer Mentorn Media Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Documentary looking at some of the travel problems faced by British holidaymakers so far in 2022, hearing stories
from people who have experienced holiday nightmares. Thousands of families have had flights cancelled, and
holidays ruined, but it's not just the airline industry in crisis. The whole country has plunged into chaos with national
rail strikes, ferry cancellations, relentless road works, and food and petrol prices skyrocketing

Traffic Cops On The Edge Mentorn Media Channel 5
60 min Documentary
This series follows the police units at the frontline in the fight against crime and disorder, catching those using the
streets to break the law; with hazardous high-speed chases and dangerous drivers, their pursuit skills are tested
every day.

Secrets Of Size: Atoms To Superglaxies BBC BBC4
60 min Documentary
Professor Jim Al-Khalili looks at the universe across its vast range of size, ranging from the tiniest objects measuring
just a few atoms, to vast structures consisting of hundreds of thousands of interconnected galaxies. Investigating
these astonishing objects will reveal fundamental truths about the universe.

Panorama: Putin’s War in Ukraine Rogan Productions BBC
30 min Current Affairs
What are the reasons behind Putin's invasion of Ukraine? Panorama investigates.

Dispatches: Why Is My Car So Expensive? Britespark Films Channel 4
60 min Factual
What's the real story behind the soaring cost of new and second-hand cars? As the car industry pulls in huge profits,
Dispatches has top tips on how not to get ripped off.

Secrets of the Royal Gardens Pioneer Productions More4
2 x 60 min Documentary
Buckingham Palace. Windsor Castle. Sandringham House. They are some of the most historically important
buildings in the world. But behind palace gates and 15-foot walls, there are secret wildlife sanctuaries waiting to be
discovered. Royal historians explore the fascinating history associated with each garden, where every plant has a
royal story to tell.

Panorama: Crisis in Care: Follow the Money Rogan Productions BBC
30 min Current Affairs
Tens of thousands of elderly people live in care homes owned by international investors. Panorama asks how much
money is being taken out of the system.
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Life at 50 Degrees BBC World Service BBC
2 x 60 min Documentary
An exploration of the impact of climate change on people across the globe.

A Very Royal Baby: From Cradle to Crown ITN Channel 4
50 min Documentary
An insight into the imminent arrival of Harry and Meghan's second child, looking at what the pressures faced by
royal mums-to-be are, as well as what it really means to be born royal.

Nigeria’s Ordinary President BBC Africa eye/Vox Barbarae BBC
27 min Documentary
Reporter Peter Nkanga followed Ahmed and his team over a number of weeks and discovered that, though the
Ordinary President has changed many lives for the better, his often controversial methods also raise serious
questions.

Death in Bollywood Grain Media BBC
60 min Documentary
Actor Jiah Khan was found dead in her flat. Police concluded it was suicide, but her British family believe someone
else was involved and that the truth has not yet surfaced.

Taliban Country Frontline PBS
21 min News Documentary
FRONTLINE’s January 2020 special report following correspondent Najibullah Quraishi on a dangerous journey
inside both Taliban- and ISIS-held territory, won the Emmy® for “Outstanding Video Journalism: News.” Filmed and
directed by Karim Shah and from senior producers Dan Edge and Monica Garnsey, the film exposed the harsh
reality of the Taliban’s power and the looming threat of ISIS.
Winner of Outstanding Video Journalism: News” Emmy 2021

The Road to Victory World Media Rights Netflix
2 x 60 min History Documentary
World War II archive series focusing on key moments during this period.

The Bullet and The Virus BBC BBC Africa Eye
30 min Documentary
Mathare, one of the biggest slums in Nairobi, is facing an outbreak of the deadly coronavirus, but heavy-handed
policing has already led to tragedy. Africa Eye asks: is the Coronavirus cure far deadlier than the disease?
Nominated: Rory Peck Awards 2020
Nominated: One World Media awards 2020

Our World: Venezuela Falling Backwards BBC World BBC
30 min Documentary
Oil-rich Venezuela has been in an ever-growing state of crisis since Hugo Chavez died in 2013 and the crash in global
oil prices.
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Bahrain: Breaking the Silence BBC World BBC
51 min Documentary
In this exclusive documentary about Bahrain, one of the least-reported countries of the Arab world, female
protestors say they were tortured and raped in a police station.

William v Harry: Princes at War? ITN Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Documentary about the stories in the press about an alleged rift between the “Fab Four” – the splitting of social
media accounts, the separation of their charitable foundation and Harry and Meghan’s move away from Kensington
Palace to Windsor – but have the royal brothers really fallen out or is this simply media hype?

The Hidden Lives of Housegirls BBC Africa Eye BBC
30 min Documentary
Reporter Nancy Kacungira has been investigating why young women living near Uganda’s border are leaving their
villages to find work in Kenya.

Manhunt: Catch Me If You Can Brinkworth Productions Channel 5
60 min Documentary
This series tracks a 10-strong specialist tactical unit from Kent Police who hunt down and capture suspects who
have gone on the run. Featuring dramatic manhunts and stake-outs, investigations and chases.

Cops UK: Bodycam Squad Raw Cut TV UKTV
3 x 60 min Documentary
We’re on the frontline with the bodycam squad as they face the challenges of day to day policing. Officers never
know what they will face as they battle to keep cities and towns safe.

Kate v Meghan: Princesses at War? ITN Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Fast turnaround documentary examining if there is any truth behind the media suggestions of unrest following
Meghan Markle's entry into the Royal Family.

The Real Story of … Argo World Media Rights Reelz US
48 min Documentary
This series tells the true stories behind some of the most famous movies of recent years. But as this series shows,
in all cases, the facts are more intriguing and more revealing than the fiction. This episode looks at Argo, starring
Ben Affleck.

The 10k Tip Shiver ITV
30 min Documentary
Rig show Pilot.

Now and Next Economist Films
2 x 30 min Documentary
A series of films exploring the defining themes of the modern age.
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Greatest Events of WWII in Colour: Pearl Harbour World Media Rights Netflix
60 min Documentary
This series charts the crucial moments of the Second World War using previously unseen archive footage processed
with state-of-the-art colourisation software.
Producer: Katie Boxer

Hunting Down Gangsters with Kenya’s Ahmed Rashid BBC Africa Eye BBC
30 min Documentary
BBC Africa Eye joins controversial officer Ahmed Rashid as he seeks to rid the streets of gangsters and criminals. For
the first time cameras are allowed to follow his team in action in the Somali neighbourhood of Eastleigh, Nairobi.

Rehab Nightmare: Drugs, Chains and Canes BBC Africa Eye BBC
30 min Documentary
A hard hitting yet fascinating investigation into faith based rehab centres catering for the Somali community in
Kenya. Producer Seamus Mirodan.

Unreported World: Mogadishu 999 Quicksilver Media Channel 4
30 min Documentary
Seyi Rhodes reports from Somalia's war-torn capital Mogadishu on the volunteer ambulance service who risk their
lives to get sick and injured to hospital.
Series Producer: Marta Shaw

House of Saud: A Family at War BBC Current Affairs BBC
60 min Documentary
Documentary series looking at the challenges facing the new Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia, 32-year- old Mohammed
bin Salman, who has pledged to transform the country. Exec Producer: Mike Radford. Series prod: Mike Rudin.

Hebron Exposed: A Weapon of Life Journeyman Pictures BBC
60 min Documentary
A powerful film following the training of a team of teenage video activists shooting the violence by the Israeli army
on the streets of Hebron. Comm.
Editor Chris Mitchell, Director: Tom Roberts

Unreported World: The Witch Hunters Quicksilver Media Channel 4
30 min Documentary
In 2016 more than 400 women died in witch-hunts in Tanzania, but some people think that there is more at work
here than just a fear of the supernatural.

Cuff Me if You Can Brinkworth Productions Channel 5
60 min Observational Documentary
Series following the Kent Police tactical operations team and their daily arrest warrants.
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Dispatches: Trump, the Doctor & the Vaccine Scandal Hardcash Productions Channel 4
60 min Current Affairs
Uncovering new details about the relationship between President Trump and the disgraced British doctor Andrew
Wakefield with recordings of Wakefield in which he talks up their relationship and claims that Trump agrees with his
discredited theories about vaccines.

Unreported World: Peru’s Monkey Business Quicksilver Media Channel 4
30 min Documentary
Animal trafficking has increased dramatically. Ade Adepitan visits the remote city of Iquitos in Peru where
undercover filming reveals both the scale and brazenness of the trade in protected wildlife.

Unreported World: Dying to Get into Britain Quicksilver Media Channel 4
30 min Documentary
Reporter Shaunagh Connaire and director Andrew Carter reveal that, despite offers of assistance from the
international community, some of those most in need – refugee children with serious medical conditions – are
suffering and dying while they wait for help.

ISIS and the Battle for Iraq Quicksilver Media Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Producer: Patrick Wells

My Trans American Road Trip Quicksilver Media Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Former Parachute Regiment officer and current affairs foreign correspondent Abigail Austen travels to America on
the eve of the Presidential Election to discover why transgender rights have become such an electoral battleground.
Producer: Daniel Bogado

Unreported World: Agent Orange’s Children Quicksilver Media Channel 4
30 min Documentary
Reporter Ade Adepitan and director Vicki Cooper investigate the legacy of Agent Orange, the toxic herbicide
dropped by U.S. forces during the Vietnam War which some doctors claim is causing health problems in a new
generation of children.
Series Producer: Monica Garnsey

Unplugged Nation Blast! Films A&E Network
2 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Off-grid property series following expert Jay Gruen as he shows families or groups of friends around three amazing
properties in stunning locations across the USA.

Unreported World: How To Stop a Murder Quicksilver Media Channel 4
30 min Documentary
Reporter Seyi Rhodes and director Simon Rawles are in America's murder capital, Chicago, where someone is shot
every three hours. Black-on-black deaths in the first two months of 2016 are double what they were last year.
Series Producer: Monica Garnsey
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The Investigator: A Very British Crime Story Shiver Productions ITV1
2 x 60 min Documentary
The murder of Carole Packman, whose body has never been found, continues to affect the lives of many of those
involved and as Mark Williams-Thomas discovers, the shocking tale of murder, fraud, deceit and lies has left family
members desperate for answers.
Series Producer: Lesley Gardiner, Edit Producer: Des Daniels

Supertruckers, Series 1 and 2 Lion TV Discovery
60 min Documentary
Following a family business, run by Steve and Sarah King, as they lead a team of 25 trucks that transport items
including tanks, sea cranes and train carriages across the UK and Europe.
Edit producer Jon Ormerod, Series Producer Tony Lee

Exposure: Abused and Betrayed, A Life Sentence Hardcash Productions ITV1
60 min Documentary
Exposure talks to those who have kept their childhood sexual abuse by someone trusted in their family circle a
secret for decades. Among them are two women who talk of being groomed and abused by the late MP and
broadcaster, Sir Clement Freud.
Producer: Simon Egan

Kurds of the Caliphate BBC BBC
40 min Documentary
For over a year Kurdish forces have united in defence against bloody IS attacks. So how have Islamic State still
managed to recruit hundreds of young Kurds to fight for the Caliphate against their own families?
Producer: Namak Knoshnaw

Pregnant and in Chains Journeyman Pictures BBC
40 min Documentary
In the UAE, strict laws surround sex outside marriage. Prisons are filled with women who have fallen pregnant whilst
unmarried, at times due to abuse. This report looks at the fates of vulnerable women sentenced under UAE law,
their pregnancy used as evidence of their crime.
Producer: Christine Garabedian

Cops and Robbers Blast Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Repeat offending in the UK is at a record high, with serial offenders responsible for more than a third of all crime.
This series explores life on both sides of the law.
Executive Producer: David Hodgkinson

The Super Rich and Us Fresh One BBC2
2 x 60 min Documentary
Jacques Peretti explores the effect that the super rich have on the transformation of the very fabric of British
society, asking: why have they flocked to Britain and why should it matter to us? Some of the rich people in the
world talk candidly on why they’ve chosen to move their money to Britain.
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Exposure: Charities Behaving Badly Hardcash Productions ITV
60 min Factual
Exposure reveals stories of racism, religious bigotry, and extreme political activity within some of Britain's 160,000
registered charities. Presented by Mark Austin.
Producer: Tom Randall

Flying Wild Blast Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary
From an icy touchdown in northernmost Canada, to a terrifying cliff-edge landing in the Papuan jungle, pilot Arthur
Williams flies into the planet’s most dangerous airstrips – to find out why people want to live at the ends of the
earth, and discover how tiny planes are changing lives.
Series director: Max Shapira

Panorama: Inside the Taliban Clover Films BBC1
30 min Current Affairs
Nagieb Khaja, makes a journey behind the Taliban front lines to reveal a hidden and dangerous world where the
writ of the Taliban runs, enforcing strict sharia law and education for boys only. It is from here the Taliban are now
targeting the capital itself.
Producer: Mike Rudin and Jamie Doran

The Gypsy Matchmaker Minnow Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary, Additional Editor
Programme following Roma Gypsies living in the UK but following traditional codes, including marriage under the
age of 16, which brings them into conflict with British Law.
Producer: Ben Steele

Faith Schools Undercover: No Clapping Class Hardcash Productions Channel 4
30 min Current Affairs
Dispatches investigate the role of faith communities in schools. The programme hears from those at the heart of
the recent controversy and films undercover in a primary school where clapping and whistling are banned as
`satanic' practises. Producer: Jo Potts.

Born in the Wild: Dolphins Windfall Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Mark Evans and Joy Reidenberg investigate the reproductive secrets of marine mammals and how animals that
breathe air manage to mate, give birth and raise their young underwater.
Producer: Peter Fison

White Widow: The Search for Samantha BBC BBC1
50 min Documentary
Nicknamed the White Widow, Samantha Lewthwaite is wanted by the Kenyan authorities on charges of being in
possession of explosives and conspiracy to commit a felony.
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Panorama: Don’t Take My Car: Bailiffs Undercover BBC1
30 min Current Affairs
Panorama goes undercover to expose the bailiffs who seize cars and demand huge fees in what has become a multi
million-pound business: chasing unpaid parking tickets.

True Stories: Pakistan’s Hidden Shame Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Series examining unsolved cases of serial murder and the online sex trade. This episode looks at the sexual abuse
of street children in Pakistan.
WINNER: Rory Peck - Sony Impact Award for Current Affairs 2015
WINNER: Best Documentary Award at UNAFF 2015 (United Nations Association Film Festival)
Broadcast Awards Nomination: Best News & Current Affairs Programme 2015

The Fantastical World of Hormones Furnace TV BBC4
60 min Documentary
Professor John Wass examines the well-known but little-understood chemicals that govern our bodies and shape
who we are. From our weight and appetite to how we grow and reproduce, hormones are a crucial part of what
makes us human, even affecting how we behave and feel.
Producer: James Sandy

Exposure: Fashion Factories Undercover Hardcash Productions ITV1
60 min Documentary
Undercover for the first time inside the sweatshops of Bangladesh following the deaths of more than 1,100 garment
workers in a building collapse. Shocking images of children being beaten and verbally abused on the production line
and crumbling buildings show the horrendous cost still being paid by workers producing cheap goods.
WINNER: Wincott Award for Television 2015
Broadcast Awards Nomination: Best News & Current Affairs Programme 2015

Exposure: Undercover Colleges Hardcash Productions ITV1
60 min Documentary
Investigation of colleges given highly trusted status by the Government, as they seek to attract foreign students.
Producer: Tom Randall

Football’s Suicide Secret Victory Television BBC3
60 min Documentary
Programme fronted by footballer Clarke Carlisle as he investigates mental health issues within sport such as
depression, addiction and suicide. It will be broadcast as part of BBC 3’s mental health season later this year.
Exec Producer: David DeHaney
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Panorama: Cash for Questions Undercover Snapper TV BBC1
60 min Current Affairs
This Panorama special goes undercover to reveal lobbying practices that raise serious questions about standards in
our political life. The programme's allegations have already contributed to a series of high-profile resignations and
suspensions in Westminster.
Producer: Pip Clothier

Banaz: A Love Story Fuuse Films ITV
60 min Documentary
Banaz Mahmod was murdered by her own family, in an honour killing. This film tells Banaz’s story, in her own
words, for the first time – and tells the story of the extraordinary police team who refused to give up, and finally
brought her killers to justice.
Winner of 2013 Emmy Award for Best International Current Affairs.
Nominated for Current Affairs- Home. RTS awards 2013

Dispatches: The Chinese are Coming October Films Channel 4
30 min Current Affairs
As China continues to flex its financial muscle by buying into British airports, water and breakfast cereals,
Dispatches investigates growing Chinese power in the UK.
Producer: Pip Clothier

Dispatches: Where has Your Aid Money Gone? October Films Channel 4
30 min Current Affairs
Public spending is being slashed across the board. But the Department for International Development is set to
enjoy substantial year-on-year increases to £11bn by 2015.
Producer: James Brabazon

Mysteries of the Faith WAG Discovery Latin
5 x 60 min Documentary America
Series investigating the truth behind miracles across Latin America. Avid offline, editing in Spanish.
Series Producer: Jon Stephens

Dispatches: The Great Ticket Scandal Hardcash Productions Channel 4
60 min Current Affairs
This Dispatches goes undercover inside one of the UK’s biggest ticket reselling sites finding that fans queuing for
hours to buy tickets get turned away empty handed while tickets for the same 'sold out' events appear online
shortly afterwards.
Producer: Andrew Smith

Big Bigger Biggest Windfall Films Channel 5 /
3 x 60 min Documentary National Geographic
Series, which reveals the inventions that enabled structures to go super-size. Episodes showcase the largest
example of its kind and poses the question, “How did it get so big?”.
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Dispatches: Train Journeys From Hell Hardcash Productions Channel 4
60 min Current Affairs
Richard Wilson describes a typical train journey scenario.
Producer: Pip Clothier

Dispatches: Lessons In Hate and Violence Hardcash Productions Channel 4
60 min Current Affairs
Dispatches goes undercover to investigate allegations that teachers regularly assault young children in some of the
2,000 Muslim schools in Britain run by Islamic organisations.
Nominated: Current Affairs - Home. RTS Awards 2011

The LRA and Sudan Outsider TV Al Jazeera
24 min Factual
The forthcoming referendum in southern Sudan will bear witness to the birth of a nation, as it is widely expected to
confirm the already proliferated idea of the southerners wanting to secede from the North once and for all.
Producer: Callum Macrae

Pathfinder Regeneration ITN Channel 4
10 min News

The Joy of Teen Sex Betty Productions Channel 4
60 min Documentary
A bold, informative look at the love lives and sex lives of teenagers that tells it like it really is, and is definitely not
just for teens.

Dispatches: Britain’s Secret Sex Slaves Hardcash Productions Channel 4
60 min Current Affairs
Investigating the plight of overseas domestic workers in Britain who are kept locked up by their employers and
subjected to sexual, physical and psychological exploitation and abuse.
Producers: Andrew Smith and Joe Ward

Who Do You Think You Are? Wall to Wall BBC1
60 min Documentary
Monty Don takes a journey through his family tree in this high profile BBC series.

Dispatches: Undercover Social Worker Hardcash Productions Channel 4
60 min Current Affairs
Social workers Joanna Nicolas and Jenny Eckersley talk about the threats, both physical and verbal, that they
experience working within child protection.
Producer: Molly Mathieson
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Dispatches: Undercover Post Office Hardcash Productions Channel 4
60 min Current Affairs
Two reporters go undercover as agency postmen to find out if the Royal Mail has delivered on claims that it is
modernising and improving its service.
Producers: Simon Barnes & Andrew Smith

Panorama: The Trauma Industry BBC BBC1
30 min Current Affairs
Documentary looking at the effects of Post Traumatic Stress, and subsequent claims. With drama reconstruction of
sufferers experiences.
Producer & Director: Kevin Toolis

Syria: Refugee Lives, Iraqi Children Teachers TV
60 min Documentary
The experience of a child in very different circumstances.
Winner of RTS Educational Television Awards 2008. Also nominated in the BAFTA Children’s Awards 2008

Inside Natures Giants: Whale Windfall Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary National Geographic
Landmark series that take us inside nature’s biggest, most dangerous and complex animals. Live studio autopsy
combined with wildlife footage and CGI.
Executive Producer: Alex Tate, Director: Julian Thomas
Winner Best Specialist Factual BAFTA awards 2010
Winner Best Science & Natural History, RTS awards 2009
Winner Best Popular Factual, Broadcast awards 2010

Desperate Midwives BBC BBC3
2 x 30 min Documentary
The pressure put upon the decreasing number of NHS midwives.

Dispatches: Inside Britain's Israel Lobby Hardcash Productions Channel 4
60 min Current Affairs
Dispatches is Channel 4's award-winning investigative current affairs programme. Including drama reconstruction.
Producer: Ed Harriman

Jessica the Hippo Oxford Scientific Films Animal Planet
60 min Factual Entertainment Discovery
Programme narrated by John Waters. An extraordinary friendship between a man and his hippo. Jessica wanders
around the house, drinks coffee on the veranda, eats sweet potatoes, plays with puppies and gets massage
treatments.
Producer: Fred Casella
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Dispatches: Undercover Mother Hardcash Productions Channel 4

60 min Current Affairs
Dispatches uncovers a critical shortage of midwives at a time when the number of births is at a record high and
conditions far from the promised 'gold-standard'.

Dispatches: Undercover Mosque Hardcash Productions Channel 4

60 min Current Affairs
The programme presents video footage gathered from 12 months of secret investigation into mosques throughout
Britain.
Nominated for Current Affairs - Home. RTS awards 2007

Dispatches: Britain's Rubbish Hardcash Productions Channel 4

60 min Current Affairs
Dispatches goes undercover to investigate the waste industry, including exposing the criminals who make a fortune
out of Britain's waste mountain. Reporter Simon Barnes penetrates deep into the murky world of illegal dumping
and exposes the criminals who put two fingers up to the law.

Dispatches: Re-opening the Mail Hardcash Productions Channel 4

60 min Current Affairs
Dispatches spent five months undercover inside the Royal Mail. Secret filming revealed untrained staff, dumped
mail, clapped out machinery, unvetted staff, ineffective management and poor industrial relations.

Dispatches: Undercover With New Labour Hardcash Productions Channel 4

60 min Current Affairs
Dispatches goes undercover inside Momentum, the army of grassroots supporters backing the Islington MP.

Dispatches: Blood and Revenge Hardcash Productions Channel 4

60 min Current Affairs
In the run up to the Iraq war, Sam Kiley and cameraman/director Nick Hughes, together with Iraqi journalist Mustafa
Benar, managed to slip into Kurdish enclaves in Northern Iraq across the Syrian border…

Dispatches: Truth and Lies In Iraq Hardcash Productions Channel 4

60 min Current Affairs
In the run-up to war, reporters investigate human rights abuses inside one of the world’s most terrifying police
states.

Dispatches: Down the Tube Hardcash Productions Channel 4

60 min Current Affairs
Dispatches is Channel 4's award-winning investigative current affairs programme.
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Dispatches: Canada's Forgotten Field Hardcash Productions Channel 4

60 min Current Affairs
Dispatches is Channel 4's award-winning investigative current affairs programme.

Dispatches: Third Class Post Hardcash Productions Channel 4

60 min Current Affairs
In a special investigation, Dispatches reporter Simon Barnes goes undercover inside the Royal Mail to reveal a
damning catalogue of skiving workers, ineffective managers and criminals stealing millions of pounds from the post.

The Cult of the Suicide Bomber 3 Many Rivers Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Robert Baer is on the intelligence trail to investigate how the West can stop the homegrown suicide bomber. Baer's
journey takes him from shocking interviews with Afghan child suicide bombers in secret interrogation centers in
Kabul to the grim back streets of refugee camps in the besieged city of Nablus in the  Occupied Territories. Includes
unseen footage of actual suicide bombing attacks, and drama reconstruction.

The Cult of the Suicide Bomber 2 Many Rivers Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary
For 20 years Robert Baer worked in the Middle East as an agent for the CIA's Directorate of Operations. In this
fascinating two-part series Robert Baer returns to investigate the rise of Western and female suicide bombers and
finds out why the 'virus' of the cult of the suicide bomber has attracted a new generation of ever more deadly
adherents, Westerners and women. Drama reconstruction takes us into the belly of the appalling attacks.
Nominated for Best Documentary Series. RTS awards 2006

Car Bomb Channel 4
2 x 60 min Documentary
Presented by ex-CIA operative Robert Baer, who charts the evolution of this simple, but most deadly of insurgent
weapons, travelling through London, South Armagh, Oklahoma, Sicily, Iraq and New York, for this major exploration
into the methodology of terrorism.

Cutting Edge. The Child Sex Trade Hardcash Productions Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Filmmaker Liviu Tipurita investigates the pan-European trafficking of children for sex.
Producers: Liviu Tipurita and Andrew Smith
Winner of 2003 George Polk award for Television Reporting

Time Team Special Videotext Communication Channel 4
60 min Documentary
These special episodes often depart somewhat from the regular Time Team format, by revisiting previous sites to
do a follow-up story; travelling outside the UK to excavate other sites of interest; chronicling digs overseen by other
organisations; or using information gleaned from other Time Team episodes to draw a more complete picture of
ordinary life during a particular historical era.
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Light Fantastic BBC BBC4
60 min Documentary
Exploring light - a phenomenon that surrounds and affects nearly every aspect of our lives but one which we take
for granted. A blend of documentary and drama.
Producer: Paul Senn

Time Team Videotext Communication Channel 4
60 min Documentary
Featuring a team of specialists carrying out an archaeological dig over a period of three days, with Robinson
explaining the process in layman's terms.

Death By Excess Oxford Scientific Films Sky One
60 min Documentary
Looking at deaths of rock stars caused by excess. CGI is used to investigate the effect of alcohol and drugs on the
human body. Including drama reconstruction.

True Stories: Deadly Experiments Twenty Twenty Channel 4
60 min Documentary
This programme forced an enquiry into government-funded radiation experiments conducted in Scottish hospitals
during the 1960s. It draws back the curtain on a period of gruesome experiments involving ‘human guinea pigs’ –
living, dead and all without consent.
Nominated for the Grierson Award for Best Documentary 1995

The Big Story, Series 3 Twenty Twenty Carlton
30 min Current Affairs
Editor on Carlton's current affairs series. Edited the programme "Take Three Violent Chefs".
Nominated Best Current Affairs Programme RTS awards 1995

An Inspector Calls, Series 1 Twenty Twenty Channel 4
2 x 60 min Observational Documentary
Editor on "Kitchen Raids". C4 observational documentary series.

The London Big Story: Blind Spot Twenty Twenty Carlton
Current Affairs
Nominated Best Regional Current Affairs Programme Royal Television Society Awards 1995

Drama

Emmerdale Yorkshire Televisions ITV
30 min Drama
A soap opera set in a fictional village in the Yorkshire Dales.
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Transworld Sport Trans World International Channel 4
60 min Entertainment, Supervising Editor
A weekly roundup of sports news and action from around the world.

Factual and Entertainment

Dance 100 Studio Lambert Netflix
5 x 48 min Entertainment
Follows a street dance competition designed to find the next superstar choreographer. The contestants must create
a choreograph and then perform it using 100 of the world's best dancers.

Christmas at Castle Howard ITN Channel 4
50 min Factual Entertainment
The Yorkshire stately home where Bridgerton was filmed opened its doors this Christmas to give a sneak peak on
the work that goes on behind the scenes in the preparation of this hugely anticipated Christmas event.

Undercover Boss US Studio Lambert CBS
2 x 60 min Entertainment
American reality television series which follows a person who has an upper-management position at a major
business, deciding to go undercover as an entry-level employee to discover the faults in the company.

Love Squad Workerbee MTV
4 x 22 min Entertainment
A rig style dating show set in a Manchester nightclub. Presented by Charlotte Dawson (daughter of comedian Les
Dawson), it follows single people who will look to their friends and family, known as the Love Squad, to try and find
their perfect match in one night.

Katie Price: My Crazy Life Quest TV TLC
60 min Factual Entertainment
She is one of Britain’s most recognisable figures, a ubiquitous tabloid sensation whose life has been played out in a
firestorm of media attention. This series gives the TV personality, best-selling author, and entrepreneur an
opportunity to step away from the spin and tell her story in her own words.

Peter Andre’s 60-Minute Makeover Quest Red ITV
1 x 60 min Entertainment
Peter Andre and his army of designers and workmen surprise unsuspecting homeowners nationwide with a
life-changing home makeover.

Scrapheap Challenge, Series 2 RDF Channel 4
60 min Entertainment
Teams compete each week to construct a junk machine, using only what they can scavenge from the scrapheap.
Every series builds to a final contest - and the crowning of a champion team.
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Freshers Mentorn Media ITV2
5 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
This series follows the fortunes of five very different Freshers at Swansea University, make new friends, and learn
how to fend for themselves and party their way through a manic two weeks at the start of term.

Living With the Roma Minnow Films Channel 4
60 min Factual, Additional Editor
Program about Roma communities living in the UK.

Hotel of Mum and Dad Mentorn Media BBC3
60 min Factual Entertainment
Series in which young couples living with their parents or in-laws test-drive a place of their own that fits their
budget.
Producer: Hannah Wyatt

Undercover Boss Studio Lambert Channel 4
60 min Entertainment
High-flying executives take extraordinary steps to ensure their companies are fighting fit by going undercover in
their own businesses.
Producer: Carolyn Banks

Emergency Abroad October Films Sky
60 min Factual Entertainment
Fly on the wall series with exclusive access to the largest state and private hospitals in the Balearics during one of
their busiest summer seasons on record.

Wedding House Betty Productions Channel 4
60 min Factual Entertainment
In a stately country mansion a crack team of wedding experts offer a one stop nuptials service, where couples can
indulge their wildest matrimonial fantasies.

Sex, Lies and Hypnosis Scram Films Channel 5
2 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Ursula James uses her therapeutic techniques to help couples understand their relationships with themselves and
their partners.

Fly To Buy RDF UKTV
2 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
Travelogue meets antiques hunting, this series jets to fantastic European destinations on the search for a bargain to
sell back homes for profit.

Homes Under the Hammer Lion Television BBC
12 x 60 min Factual Entertainment, Edit Producer
Programme in which experts uncover the tricks of the property auction trade.
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The Money Programme BBC BBC
5 x 30 min Factual Entertainment
Including Mortgages Madness. This programme reveals a huge mortgage fraud with brokers from some of Britain's
biggest estate agents and financial advice groups advising customers to break the law and lie about their incomes to
get massively bigger mortgages. It shows how the illicit cash raised by this method has been pouring into the
housing market, boosting prices and leaving many people risking financial ruin.
Winner of 2003 Wincott Awards for Business Journalism

The Dancers Body BBC BBC Arts
60 min Factual Entertainment
This series was an experiment in ‘cross genre’ television, intended to break down the barriers between the arts,
medicine, science and factual programming. A blend of picture montage, effects, music and CGI, to evoke the
essence of dance.
Winner of 2002 IMZ Dance Screen Award

Hairy Bikers Mississippi Adventure Mentorn Media UKTV
2 x 60 min Factual Entertainment
The Hairy Bikers rev up their motors and hit the American Deep South to discover the best corn dogs, fried chicken
and mud pie on the planet.
Executive Producer: Hannah Wyatt

Crimewatch BBC BBC
60 min Factual Entertainment
Looking at the range of criminal activity that plagues the United Kingdom, giving vital information on unsolved
cases. Drama reconstructions, CCTV and wanted faces.

Education & Children’s TV

Scientific Eye: Darwin and the Dinosaurs Yorkshire Television
18 min Factual
Programme from the broadcast schools' science series, each of which examines a single topic, with individual
stories being used to illustrate more general scientific ideas.
Winner of the 1995 Royal Television Society Educational Award

Spanish Shorts BBC Learning
Nominated Best Television Programme for use in Schools RTS awards 2007.
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